
ON HIGHLY COMPOSITE NUMBERS 

P. ERD%*. 

[Extracted from the Jo&nal of the London Mathematical Society, Vol. 19, 1934. 

Ramanujanf delines a number 1~ to be highly compositeif d(m) < d(n) 
for all m < n. He proves that the limit of the quotient of two successive 
highly composite numbers is unity, and that the number of them not 
exceeding x is great,er t’han$ 

c log z(log log%)* (log log log x)-Z. 

In the present note I shall prove that the number of highly composite 
numbers not exceeding x is greater than 

(logx)l+c 

for a certain c. In fact I shall prove that if n is highly composite, then the 
next highly composite number is less than n+n(log y&)-C ; and the result 
just stated follows immediately from this. At, present I cannot, decide 
whether the number of highly composite numbers not exceeding z is 
greater than (logx)” for every k. 

The principal tool in the proof will be Ingham’s improvement,$ on 
Hoheisel’s theorem. This asserts that if x is sufficiently large, then the 
number of primes in the int,erval (x, x+&) is asymptot.ic to cxg(logz)-1. 

First we state three lemmas, which will be proved at the end of the 

paper. They are contained subst’antially in the paper of Ramanujan, but 
we prove Ohem here for completeness. Let n = 22 3~ . . . p+ be a sufficiently 
large highly composite number. Plainly 

since otherwise, by rearranging the exponents, we could get a smaller 
number with the same d(n). 

* Received 14 February, 1944; read 15 June, 1944. 
t Srinivasa Ramanujan, Proc. London Math. Sot. (2), 14 (1915), 347-409; or 

Collected Papers (Cambridge, 1925), 78-128. 
‘$ Throughout this paper, c will denote a positive absolute constant, not always the 

same. 
5 A. E. Ingham, Quart. J. of Math. (Oxford selies), 8 (1937), 255-266. In fact, 

Hoheisel’s original theorem (with an unspecified constant less than 1 in the place of 2) 
would suflice for our main result. 
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LEMMA 1. cl logn (p <c, logn. 

h&f&f.& 2. If q h a p&me SatiSfying +p < q <‘p, then Kg = 1. 

LEMMA 3. If q is a prime satisfying 2 2/13 < q < 4 dp, then K* = 2. 

THEOREM. There is a positive con&ant c Guch that, if n is highly com- 
~tr&, then there is a highly composite number n, aatisf@ng 

n < ItI < n+n(log n)+. 

Proof. Let q be the largest prime with Ku > 2. By Lemmas 2 and 3, 

4VP<cl<iP. 

Put q = pa, so that 4 < 6 < 1. By a well-known theorem* there exist 
positive integers s and t such that 

(1) s <PA, p-t[ <p-A. 

Let the consecutive primes immediately .greater than and less than 
p and q be denoted as follows: 

. . . <pg<pl<$<Pl<p2<..., ...<qz<41<4<&1(Qz<...~ 

Put, 

~=Plqz*~*P,> U=QIQa...Qs, v=p1p2‘..pt, V=PIP,...PC. 

By the lemmas and the definition of q, 

(2) K&2, K&= 1 (i= 1, 2, . . . . 8); Kpi= 1 (i= 1, . . . . t). 

Put nn, = nV/u, n2 =nU/v. Clearly, by (2), 

d(n,) = d(n) 26 A -!ZL 2 d(n) 2l($y, 
i=lKgi+l 

d(n,) = d(n) i?b(p)s. 

Hence either d(n,) or d(n,) is greater than or equal to la(n). The 
argument is the same in either case ; suppose d(n,) > d(n). Since n is 
highly composite, nl > n, and we have only to show that 

(3) n, < n+n(log n)-+. 

* The result i8 due to Dirichlet; SW, e.g., Hardy and Wright, I;ntrodzct~s .Q t&- theory 
of numbers (Oxford, 1938), 155-156. 
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Since s <pA < @, and t cpA+ 1, it follows at once from Ingham’a 
theorem that 

qs>q--P2, Qs<q+q5 PG-P-P%, P,<P+P~- 

Thus 

n, -c no1 fP”)’ (q-qvs 

= npt q+ exp {t log ( 1 +p-3)) exp { -8 log (1 -q+)) 

< nptsS exp (tp-3+2spt) < n exp {p-A logp +29-W+2+) 

< w+P-“) 

for any absolute constant a < &. Since p > c logn, this proves (3). 
We conclude by proving the lemmas. 

Proof of Lemma 1. We first show that q”q < p6 for any q < p. Suppose 
this false for a particular q. Determine a so that p2 < p <p3, which 
implies 2a ( K~. Put n, = nP,/qa. Then 

But on the other hand, by Bertrand’s postulate*, PI <p2 < @, and hence 
n, <n. This is a contradiction. 

Thus qKq <p6, and so 

n < p-‘, 

and by the prime number theorem this implies p > c log n. 
The other result is now immediate from the prime-number theorem, 

since 
n>2.3...p=exp(log2+...+logpo)>e~(1-*) 

for any fixed E > 0. 

Proof of Lemma 2. Suppose that +p <q <p, and K~ > 2. Put 

Then 

nP P n =a. 1 
41 q2 Ps 

d(n,) = d(n). 4 fI Kqi - > d(n) .4. ($)” > d(n). 
<=I Kqi+ 1 

But by the prime-number theorem, ?a1 < n, and so we have a contradiction. 

* For B proof me Landau, Hmdbwh, 89, or Ramtumjan, Collected Papers, 208. 
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Proof of Lemma 3. Suppose first that q > 2 ~/JI and K~ 2 3. Put 
n, = rtPl P,/q, qa q3 q4- Then n, < n and 

d(n,) = d(6). 4 !I Kqi - > d(n). 4. (i)4 > d(n), 
i=l T&+1 

a contradiction. Hence Kg < 2 for p > 2 2/23 

Suppose, secondly, that q is the least prime for which K* = 1, and that 
q < 4 4~. Put nl = nQ1 Q, . . . Q7/p1p2p3p4. Then n1 < n and 

Q4 = 4n)(*)’ & > d(n), 

a contradiction. This completes the proof of Lemma 3. 
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